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Fog poem summary in hindi

The Mist poem is well explained by Edumantra which includes an introduction to the poem Fog , Message, Theme Poem Fog, Title, Signs Fog, Fog Summary in English, Summary of Hindi, Word Meanings, Fog Analysis Complete Lesson in Hindi, Excerpts from the Blur, Long Answers Poem Fog, Short Answers, Very Short Answers, MCQs Poem Fogand
Much More. FogBy- Carl SandburgSummary in English- FogDETAILED SUMMARY poem The Blur poet Carl Sandburg is depicted in nature and its quiet work. To prove his point the poet gives a comparison between mist and cat. The poet says the fog comes quietly and slowly like a cat. If it does, it won't bother us. It sits quietly like a cat. It goes down and
looks quietly over the harbour and the city. (Then everything moves at once with a gust of wind) 1. The fog comes like a cat: the poet sees the mist of the cat. It comes with its tiny quiet feet as the cat does when it is lurking. Like a cat, it moves undetected and in complete silence. So, the poem The Blur becomes an extended metaphor. 2. Sitting in Silent
Haunches: the fog comes quietly and grabs the entire landscape of its turn. The poem presents two images of the mist and the cat. The fog turns into a cat. And the cat gets back into the fog. The fog moves in slowly and then stops and gradually covers the entire landscape or the marine landscape and the port. Mist like a cat keeps lying for hours, It keeps a
view of the harbour and the city below. The atmosphere is full of silence and mystery. And then, like a stalking cat, it moves on. It disappears silently unnoticed. DETAILED SUMMARY Hindi - Fogsummary सडबग कृ त और उसके in HINDIकिबता किब -भां त चुपचाप बठै --यह बदंर गाहा और .a ये एक िब ी भां त चुपके The और धीर ेthe आता the आता जब ये आता the तो ये the तो ये the
तगं एक िब ी तुलना the किब.1 स . अपनी बात लए किब कोहर ेऔर एक िब ी चतरड़ िकया काय,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 people. चुपचाप िगरता The 2016-2016 &amp; तब यह हबा.10 साथ एकदम the आगे बढ़ &amp;the &amp; Want&amp;Want&amp;s&amp;by &amp;amp; IntroductionFog-Central Idea &amp;amp; Style of PoemFog- Understanding
PassagesFog- Multiple Choice Questions QuizFog-Extract Based Comprehension Test Important Additional Questions–Very short answer TypeFog-Important Additional Questions-Short AnswerFog-Important Additional Questions-Long Answer TypeRelated poet says that the fog usually seen during the winter season is coming to town and port like a cat.
That means he's going to be in town very quietly so no one can announce its arrival. They have compared it to the arrival of the cat, because the cat always enters the place quietly. He also says that the fog is covered throughout the city and port and it looks like he's sitting on folding feet and watching the cat sit big and look around. Finally, he describes
leaving the mist, which disappears very quietly and unexpectedly, again, similar to the cat's departure. Fog Poem summary hindikavi describes the fog. The fog is a dense cloud of small water droplets present in the atmosphere. This is usually seen during the winter season. Here, the poet has described the development of fog towards the city and the
harbour. He says the fog comes when the cat comes with its little feet. This means that the fog towards the city grows very slowly and calmly like a cat. No one knows when the city's fog is. How do you enter? Therefore, the fog is compared to the cat that enters our house in unexpected ways. He also says that the cat sits quietly due to fog throughout the city
and looks at the surrounding areas and things turning its legs back. It also seems that the fog quietly covers the entire city and port and looks around like a cat. After a while, the fog leaves town. The poet says this because it is a natural phenomenon that the fog does not stay on for a long time and leaves the place after a few hours. Now, here, too, the poet
says that, like a cat, the fog leaves the place very quietly without seeing anyone. Fog Summary in English In this poem, the poet has beautifully demonstrated how the fog comes from stealing forward like a cat does. Just as the cat sits in its haunches, the fog too seems to sit quietly looking at the harbour and the city and then quietly moving forward. You can
also download NCERT Solutions Class 10 Math to help you check out the full syllabus and score more characters in your exams. The poet Carl Sandburg compares the mist and the kitten perfectly. When it arrives, it's so slow that you barely notice it until you see or feel it. The same thing happens to the fog. No corpse can predict the mist's arrival. The fog
arrives quietly and surrounds the whole place and stays for a while. It's going to cause problems for everyone, but it's going to stay there. He doesn't know what's going on around it. Fog causes a lot of obstacles and incidents, but it won't stay in one place for a long time. [After a while, when the problems are over, the fog disappears, too, and it becomes clear
everywhere.] Because problems are over time through the same way the fog disappears also and it becomes clear throughout. Class 10 English Notes What Are You Looking For? Home &gt;&gt; Learn English &gt;&gt; Class 10 &gt;&gt; Class 10 English Tests according to the latest pattern (First Flight and footprints without legs) - Take chapter wise tests
completely free - Click here Ruchika Gupta CBSE Class 10 English Poem 9 Explanation Notes Blur Class 10 English First Flight Poem 9- Detailed explanation poem with meanings of hard words. The explanation is followed by the literary equipment used and a summary of the lesson. All the exercises and questions and answers given on the back of the
poem are also covered. Fog Class 10 English Poem 9 Carl Sandburg About the poet Carl August Sandburg (1878-1967) was an American poet, writer and editor. He won three Pulitzer Prizes- two for poetry and one for his biography of Abraham Lincoln. He wrote poems like grass, analysis, Chicago, etc. The introduction lesson from Fog is a very small poem
written by Carl Sandburg. He has described the fog of the city and the process of arriving at the port. He's compared it to a cat very nicely. Watch Video Explanation and Summary lesson Fog MCQ Questions Summary Poem Poet says that the fog that is generally seen during the winter season is coming to town and port like a cat. That means he's
approaching the city very quietly so that no one will notice its arrival. He has compared his arrival to that cat, because the cat always enters the place quietly. Next he says that the fog is covered throughout the city and port and it looks like he's sitting on folding feet and looking around just like the cat does when he sits in the haunches and looks around. At
the end, he describes a mist that, very quietly and unpredictably, again, resembles the cat's departure, disappears. Fog, WATCH VIDEO Of The Blur Poem and Explanation of the Mist comes with little cat legs. He sits looking over the harbour and the city's quiet haunches and then moves on. Fog: This is a thick cloud of tiny water sufficient to present the
atmosphere, especially in winter. port; Port, docking haunches: sitting on the knees bent poet describes the fog. The mist is a thick cloud of tiny water sufficient to present the atmosphere. This is generally seen during the winter season. Here, the poet describes the development of fog towards the city and the harbour. He says the fog comes like a cat comes
with its own little feet. This means that the fog moves towards the city very slowly and calmly like a cat. No one ever knows how and when the fog will enter the city. Therefore, the fog is compared to the cat that enters our home unpredictably. Next he says that the fog sits all over the city like a cat sitting quietly with folding legs behind his back and looking
around nearby places and things. Similarly, it seems that the fog quietly covers the entire city and the harbour and sits over them looking around like a cat. After the The fog leaves town and moves on. The poet says so because it is a natural phenomenon that the fog does not stay place long and leaves the place after a few hours. So, here also the poet says
that like a cat, the fog leaves the place very quietly without noticing anyone. Literary: Metaphor: Fog is compared to a cat (There are little cat legs) Rhyme's plan: There is no rhyme plan to follow. The poem is in the free verse Enjambment: If the sentence continues to the next line (It sits looking ..... then moves) Personfication: the fog is personalized - The fog
comes, it sits in the Mist Class 10 Poem Question and Answers Q1-1. What kind of sandburg thinks the fog is? Ans-Sandburg thinks the fog is like a cat coming quietly so no one can feel it coming. 2. How does the fog come? As for a poet, the fog comes very quietly like a cat. 3. What does this refer to in the third row? Ans-It refers to fog 4. Does the poet say
the fog is like a cat? Find three things that tell us the fog is like a cat. Ans-three things that tell us that the fog is like a cat is as follows: the fog comes from its little cat legs: It means that the fog enters silently like a cat. It sits looking over the harbour and the city: the fog compares the cat like cats also likes to sit and watch here and there and the fog is also
looking as it sits over the city. There are quiet haunches and then moves forward: the fog sits on its bent legs like a cat and then moves away very quickly and quietly, like a cat. Q2- Is this poem a rhyme scheme? Poetry that is not and the obvious rhythm or rhyme is called free verse. There's no rhyme scheme in the poem. It has no internal or external rhyme
scheme. So we can say it's in a free verse. Fog MCQ Questions Questions 
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